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CK changes the energy 
level of the room!

CK has a gift… we were all 
mesmerized!

Watch 

VIDEOS
Of CK In

Action

View 

All CK’s 

15+ 

SPEECHES 

Across 10+ 

Tech

|   Powerhouse Speaker   |   Corporate Trainer   |  University Educator   |

With 25 years of experience delivering engaging and educational tech 
keynotes and trainings for Fortune 500s, Christina Kerley—known simply    
as “CK”—remains at the forefront of her field. Renowned for her boundless 
energy and relentless reinvention, CK is currently focused on: Artificial 
Intelligence (AI); The Tech Megatrends; The AI Reskilling Revolution; The 
Future Of Work . . . and whatever’s coming next.

CK captivates (and keeps!) the imagination of her audiences. She’s headlined 
at scores of industry leaders—and trained thousands of executives—at   
companies ranging Verizon, Microsoft, Amazon, Cisco, Johnson & Johnson, 
Nestle, Frost & Sullivan, ADP, Best Buy,  Bissell, TEDx, The United Nations, 
The Ad Council, the ANA, the IAB, and more.

For over a decade CK has been a highly popular faculty member at       
Rutgers Business School for Executive Education. Additionally, she has 
guest lectured at Stanford, Cornell, Vanderbilt, Carnegie Mellon, 
Northwestern, and USF.

While CK deserves acclaim for her charismatic personality and humor,         
it’s important to recognize her exceptionalism. Her repertoire—a catalog    
spanning 15+ speech topics across 10+ technologies—gives CK a perspective 
that few speakers can rival.

But what truly sets CK apart is her passion for reinvention. Throughout three 
decades she has evolved and pivoted from: smartphones to smart things; 
apps to AIs; big media to social media; Internets to “Outernets;” devices to 
data; Web 2 to Web 3; and wearable to spatial computing.

A creature of two spectacular contrasts, CK built her career in fast-paced 
NYC and relocated to sun-soaked SoCal in 2020 (and travels between coasts 
quarterly). Always on-trend, ahead of the curve, and in pursuit of the next 
BIG thing, learn more at: allthingsCK.com
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See Videos Of CK in Action!

15+ SPEECH TOPICS ACROSS 10+ TECH   |    allthingsCK.com

   

“CK changes the energy level 

of a room…and it only gets 

better as she speaks!”

“CK’s content, style, passion

and performance 

are bar none!”

“CK’s insights, incredible 

energy and contagious 

passion gives marketers 

the guidance they need.”

“An exceptional speaker, 

I hung on CK’s every word 

as she made complex technical 

concepts accessible to everyone.”

“By the end of CK”s energetic, 

engaging speech, everyone is 

thinking, “How do I make this 

happen in MY business!”

“With humor and high 

energy, CK easily transfers 

her passion for innovation 

to her audience!”

“CK never just “brings it”… 

she has a way of bringing it 

BEYOND!”

“CK session was in many 

ways a game-changer for 

our future plans.”

“A rare presenter that 

meets the needs of those 

that are new to tech and 

those with experience.”

“Incredibly 

informative and 

entertaining.”

“A powerhouse 

of knowledge, 

passion and 

engaging 

delivery.”

“An engaging speaker who 

makes everyone feel 

connected, inspired 

and thirsting for more!”

“CK was phenomenal—

incredibly fun, 

knowledgeable, and 

engaging!”

“One of the most-

gifted presenters 

I have ever seen.”

“CK has a gift…

we were all

mesmerized!”

“Truly unique—CK is engaging, 

entertaining, and full of life!”
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